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	2017 August New 300-170 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 300-170 Questions:

1.|2017 New 300-170 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 75Q&As Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/300-170.html 2.|2017 New

300-170 Exam Questions & Answers Download:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNUlhkLWQ5UVdfaWM?usp=sharing QUESTION 31The behavior of which

packet type can be controlled by selecting unicast mode or flood mode in a bridge domain? A.    ARPB.    unknown unicastC.   

LLDPD.    CDP Answer: B QUESTION 32Which option must be configured to allow SNMP communications and traffic? A.    an

out of-band bridge domainB.    an out-of-band contractC.    an out-of-band policyD.    an out-of-band management interface Answer:

B QUESTION 33When connecting to an external Layer 3 network, which two dynamic routing protocols can be used? (Choose two

) A.    RIPv2B.    EIGRPC.    VXLAND.    lS-ISE.    OSPF Answer: AB QUESTION 34Why should you configure DHCP relay for

Virtual Machine Manager integration? A.    to create VTEP VMK interfaces on each host for the OpFlex control channelB.    to

provide IP addresses to ESXi hostsC.    to provide IP addresses to virtual hosts through the VXLAN infrastructureD.    to ensure that

virtual hosts have the same address when they are moved by using VMware vMotion Answer: B QUESTION 35Which tool can you

use to convert XML/JSON REST code to Python code? A.    PostmanB.    CobraC.    AryaD.    API Inspector Answer: C

QUESTION 36Which feature of a Cisco Nexus 1000V Servers Switch allows you to deploy traffic steering for a virtual

infrastructure? A.    SOTB.    PVLANC.    ACLD.    vPath Answer: D QUESTION 37Which statement about RBAC user roles on a

Cisco Nexus switch is true? A.    If a user belongs to two roles, a permit access in one role takes priority over a deny access in the

other roleB.    The predefined roles can be changed by the network-adminC.    If a user belongs to two roles, the user can execute

only the commands that are permuted by both of the rolesD.    On a Cisco Nexus 7000 Series Switch, roles are shared between

VOCs Answer: A QUESTION 38Which Cisco technology addresses management and performance concerns in a data center by

unifying physical and virtual switch management? A.    VSOB.    SVMC.    VM-FEXD.    AVS Answer: C QUESTION 39Which

protocol is used as the link-state routing protocol for a DFA fabric? A.    VXLANB.    EIGRPC.    Fabric Path IS-ISD.    OSPF

Answer: C QUESTION 40You have a contract between in-band and out-of-band EPGs.Which two descriptions of this contention

are true? (Choose two ) A.    Filters apply m the incoming direction onlyB.    Both EPGs must be m one VRFC.    Management

statistics are availableD.    Shared services for CPU-bound traffic are supportedE.    The configuration supports Layer 2 Answer: CD
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YouTube.com/watch?v=RMJG-FygmI4
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